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ABSTRACT

You Are Set Free is a four-movement orchestra work depicting the story of the disabled woman in Luke 13. The first movement is a picture of her inner conflict of hope and hopelessness she had as a disabled person during the time of Jesus. Her hope is represented in tonal melodies, while her hopelessness is represented in harsh harmonies. In the next movement, the woman’s inner conflict continues. Hopelessness is represented by a twelve-tone row and hope is represented by a tonal melody drawn from movement one. The third movement encompasses the meeting of Jesus and the woman. Jesus is represented by a strong and beautiful melody and the woman’s melody is accompanied by the harsh twelve-tone row. At the end of the movement, the two melodies meet and the woman is freed of her disability, her hopelessness, and her twelve-tone melody. The work continues directly into the final movement, which depicts the woman’s joyful celebration.
INSTRUMENTATION
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You Are Set Free is a multi-movement work based on the Biblical story found in Luke 13:10-17. In the story a woman had a “disabling spirit for eighteen years,” keeping her bent over and unable to straighten herself. When Jesus saw the woman, he called her over, laid his hands on her, and said “Woman, you are set free.”

The first movement of the work is a depiction of the oppression she might have felt. During this time in Jewish culture, women were looked down upon and those with disabilities were outcasts. Many were considered unclean, and if a clean person touched them, the clean person would also become unclean. Thus, the woman was probably untouched for years because she was “unclean,” and in addition, like many people with disabilities during this time, she was probably forced to be a beggar. She was in a terrible situation and, as Jesus said, “bound by Satan” for eighteen very long and trying years. In the first movement this is presented by the harsh harmonies, heavy accompaniments, and the chains and slapstick found in the percussion.

Despite her situation she must have had some hope, because she was still trying. She could have simply given up and died, but she was still trying to live and she was still trying to go places, since Jesus found her in the synagogue. She must have had hope in God and in his people, or else she would have stayed away from the synagogue. She had no real reason to go there. Her hope is represented in the tonal melodies and brief glimpses of brightness found in the mist of darkness throughout the first movement.

The second movement shows the inner conflict the woman had with hope and hopelessness. Here hopelessness is represented by a twelve-tone melody and tone row. The tone row attempts to over take the brightness of the tonal melody brought from the first movement and the melody struggles to reach its true form, which includes a major sixth. Hope eventually reaches its true form in one last surge of effort, but is eventually taken over by hopelessness.

Just as the woman has given up all hope, Jesus enters into her life in the third movement. He is represented by a strong and attractive melody, while the completely hopeless woman can only present her melody with harsh twelve-tone accompaniment. Nevertheless, Jesus calls her to Him and His strength meets her hopelessness in the final section. Their melodies are combined and the harsh harmonies disappear.

The final movement is the woman’s celebration of her new found freedom. The movement is in rondo form and depicts the woman repeating her story over and over to various listeners. She is joyous and thankful, and she desires for everyone to know what Christ did for her.
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